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A TEST OF THE ~S = ~Q RULE IN 

LEPTONIC DECAYS OF NEUTRAL K MESONS 

Bryan Ronald Webber 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

May' 10, 1969 

ABSTRACT 

In L) million hydrogen bubble chamber pictures, taken during an 

exposure of the 25-inch Lawrence Radiation Laboratory chamber to a 

400 MeV/c K beam, we have found about 18 000 reactions of the type 

- -=0 K P ~ K n followed by a visible decay of the neutral K meson. After 

applying many selection criteria, we find 252 events in which the· 

decay is leptonic or radiative: 
. ++ ±+ +-

neutral K~:rr-e ~,:rr fl "', or:rr:rr y •. 

We have identified an electron in 81 of these events, and a muon in 

38 of them. The remaining 133 events are treated as completely ambig-

uous between the leptonic and radiative decay hypotheses. By studying 

the time distributions of the identified and the ambiguous events, we 

test the ~S = ~Q selection rule and also the Sachs model of CP violation, 

.which predicts a large CP-:violating ~S = -~Q term in the leptonic 

decay amplitudes. We define parameters, x for the electronic decay 

distributions and Xl for the muonic, that are real if CPis conserved 

in the leptonic decays and are zero if. ~S = ~Q. From the identified 

() 3 +0. 10 ( I ). +0 . 10 () events, we find Re x = 0.0_0 . 12 , Im x = 0.07~0.08and Re Xl = 

+0.13 (') 0 12+0·20 0.19_0 . 18 , 1m x =-. -0.17' Since these results are consistent 

with the hypothesis x=x', we make this assumption in order to para-

met.l'ize the distributi.on of ambiguous events in terms of x, an;d combine 

the results for all 2:>2 events, to obtain Re(x) 
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0.00iO.o8. 
-3.2 The'relative likelihood of the value x=O is e ,so this 

value lies about 2.5 standard deviations from the most likely value, 

and to this extent our experiment indicates a violation of the 6S = 6Q 

rule. We find no significant imaginary part of x, which makes the 

Sachs mechanism of CP violation appear unlikely, although this model 
r 

may not be ruled out with certainty, since it makes only an order-of-

magni tudeprediction of Im(x). In order to correct the distribution of 

+ -the ambiguous events for the background of n n y decays, we have to 

assume that radiative decay occurs ,only through inner bremsstrahlung 

+ -in the process KS ~ n' n. A study of 10 kinematically unambiguous 

+ -n n y decays gives experimental support to this assumption. As con-

sistency checks on our data, we measure the leptonic decay rate of the 

K
L

, r L (.e), and the absolute value of the KS-~ mass difference, 181 

. Assuming our most likely v~lue/ of x, we find r
L 

,(.e) = (ll.5± 1.1) x 106 

. -1 I t' I ( 6+0.09)' 10 -1 sec and 0 = 0.5 -0.08 x 10 sec ,in good agreement with the 

established values of these quantities. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1 
In 1958, Feynman and Gell-Mann proposed an empirical rule for 

weak interactions which has become known as the ".6.S = .6.Q" rule. Tp.ey 

considered a weak interaction Hamiltonian with a current-current form: 

H weak 
(1) 

and split the cUrrent up into non-strange hadronie, strange hadronic,' 

and leptonic parts: 

N + S + L 
IJ. IJ.IJ. 

(2) 

Then the rule is concerned only with the strange hadronic current 

S , and states that the strangeness of this current is equal to its 
IJ. 

charge, which is equal to + 1. Thus the operators Sand st can only 
IJ. IJ. , 

connect hadronic states whose str~ngeness and charge differ by the 

same amount; that is, SIJ.(stlJ.) induces.6.S =.6.Q;= + 1 (-1) transitions. 

The rule was originally proposed to account for the observation 

of the cascade decay, 

, (3 ) 

instead of the direct transition 

.:: --7 nn: , (4 ) 

for if there existed a current S"with S = ~Q = -1, then the term 
IJ. 

S,t S would induce the transition (4), for example, via a A inter
IJ. IJ. 

mediate state: 

(5) 

Study of the hadron currents in non-leptonic processes such as 

(4) 
, , however, is complicated by our ignorance of strong interaction 

~:6 
dynamics. 'This complication is greatly reduced. in the leptonic decays 

of strarHre particles, where the relevant terms of H k are S Lt and 
~ 'wea IJ. IJ. 
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StL since the leptonic current is very well understood. Thus good 
11 11' 

quantitative tests of the 6S = 6Q rule did not become possible until 

the acqui-sition of large numbers of strange particle leptonic decays. 

Table I shows the status of the rule in these processes, prior to our 

.. t 2 experlmen . 

Table I. Tests of the 6S = 6Q Rule. 

Process 6S/6Q Current 

+ 
~ -7 n 

"I-
,£ " -1 V and A 

< 0.20 
--

L: -7'n ,£ " +1 

+ + + --
K -7:rr:rr e ~ -1 A 

+ + -+ +1 K -7:rr :rr e " 
< 0.23 

dominates 

K
O + --

-7:rr ,£ JJ -1 

K
O - + 

-7:rr ,£ V +1 
0.21 ± 0.07 pure V 

In this table, ,£ represents a lepton (e Or 11) and gs and gs' are the 

coupling constants of the 68 = 6Q current SIl and the 6S = ~ Q current 

Sf respectively. One may separate these currents into their vector 
11 . 

and axial vector parts, and the last column of the table shows which 

part contributes in each process. Since the relationship between the 

vector and axial vector currents is not understood, a test applied to 
jpresently useful 0 . 

one of them provides nd information about the other. The K'£3 decays 

therefore provide the only test of the 6S = 6Q rule for a pure vector 
27 

current. 

Since 1963, when the Cabibbo theory3 was introduced, the6S = 6Q 

rule has been a basic tenet of weak interaction theory. Cabibbo pro-

) 
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posed that thehadronic weak currents are the charged members of an 

octet representation of the higher symmetry group su(3). Then the 

strange currents transform under SU(3) like K+ and K- mesons, and, 

in particular, they have 8=Q=±1. We see from the Gell-Mann-Nishijima 

formula 

(6) 

where I3 is the third component of the isospin, that a current with 

8 = -Q = ±l, on the other hand, has I3 ±3/2, and cannot be a member 

of an octet. Thus a violation of the LiS = 6.Q rule would be evidence 

of currents belonging to other su(3) multiplets. In view of this, 

suggestions by previous experiments
4 

of a violation in the K~3 decays, 

as indicated in Table I, are of great interest. Our experiment was 

undertaken in order to shed more light on the validity of the rule 

in these decays. 

We obtained If mesons by exposing the 25-inch Lawrence Radiation 

Laboratory hydrogen bubble chamber to a K beam with momenta in the 

range 310-430 MeV/C. In a total of 1.3 million pictures, we found 
-:-:D . 

about 18 000 reactions of the type K-p ~ Kn followed by a visible 

decay of the neutral K meson. + -Most of these are rrrr decays, but we 

have found 252 events in which the decay is leptonic or radiative: 

+ + ± + + -neutral K~rr-e l!, rr fl v, or rr rr y. In 119 of these events the decay 

is definitely leptonic, 'and we regard 'the remaining 133 as completely 

ambiguous between the leptonic and radiative decay hypotheses. Using 

these 252 events, we are able to test the 6.8 = 6.Q rule with an accu-
" 

racy,comparable to that of any previous individual experiment. 5 Our 

] 1 · . I ! / I J rye; +0 , 07 rC8U .. ti' maY)l' ].l1t(~J'pr(~tcrl as glving a value of gs gs of L·'-_"-0.09' 
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Although we do not regard this result as entirely conclusive evidence 

of a violation of the rule, it does provide strong support for previous 

indications of a violation. 

A test of the 6S = 6Q rule in the ~ leptonic or K;4 decays is 

conceptua lly simple: the branching ratio of the forbidden decay mode 

relative to the allowed one provides a measure oflgs ' / gsl2. In the 

o K£3decays the situation is quite different, because of the unique 

properties of neutral K mesons. The experimentally observed neutral 

K states do not have definite strangeness, but are approximately the 

eigenstates of CP: 

IK~= 1 I KO
) + I If») (7) 

·IJ . 2" 

1K2= 1 
:2 

( I KO
) - I if») 

predominantly into two 
I 

pions, and has a short lifetime The KS decays 

(0.862 x 10-10 
sec), while the ~ has mainly leptonic and three-pion 

_lO/,sec 
decay modes, and a much longer lifetime (538 x 10 /). We see as fol-

lows that the 6S = 6Q rule operates not toforbi~ certain decays of 

these states, but rather to predict the time distributions of the 

leptonic decays. 
--() . 

Consider a neutral K state which is a pure K at proper time 

t = O. 
,-10 

After a few times 10 seconds, the KS half of the state has 

. --() 
decayed away, leaving the ~ half, which is ·itself one half K. Thus 

the if intensity in the state falls from 100 0/ to 25 0; as shown in 
o 0 

Fig. 1. Similarly, the K
O 

intensity rises from zero to 25 0/ in a few 
·0 

. 10-10 d h" 2 th A (\ tlmes secon s, as sown In Fig. • Now e uS = 6~ 
oCif) .:n: - £+ v +'-

that only the K'part of the state can decay into;{:n: £y. 

rule states 

Consequ-

ently, Figs. 1 and 2 also show the predicted shapes and relative 
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normalization of the negative and positive leptonic decay time 

distributions, respectively. 

~ 1.0 

--l '. 
0 .8 
I~ 

lJ... 
0 .s 
>-
~ 
H' .4 u), 

z 
W 
~. 

z .2 
H 

0 
0 2 4 S 8 10 

TIME (10-t.o SEC) 

1.0 

0 .8 
~ 

lJ... 
0 .s 
>-
~ 

;~ 
H .4 U) 

z 
W 

't'J,' 
~ 
Z .2 
H 

O~--~~L---L---L---~~~--~--~--~~ 

o 2 4 8 10 

TIM E (1 a-t.o 5 E C ) 

]i':Ll'~~~. land, 2. J~volutioJl of a state that is initially Ii "R0
• 
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If the nS = ~Q rule is violated, the time distributions will be 

different from those shown i-n Figs. 1 and 2. In Section II we dis-

cuss the distributions qu~ntitatively, and show that they can be 

described in terms of two complex parameters, x for the electronic 

and Xl. for the muonic decays, which represent average values of the 

coupling ratio gS,/gS' The rule therefore predicts that :ic and Xl are 

zero. 

Since the time distributions are sensitive to the relative phase 

of the ~S/~Q := +1 and -1 couplings, we can also test a model ofCP 

violation proposed by Sachs. 6 In this model, which is discussed in 

+ -detail in Appendix A, the observed CP-violating decays KL -711 11 and 

o 0 
~ -71111 take place owing to a gross violation of CPin the leptonic 

neutral K decays. We show in Section II that this would mean that x 

and Xl have significant imaginary parts. We see no evidence of such 

imaginary parts in our experiment, so our results do not support the 

Sachs model. However, we are not able to rule out this model with 

certainty, because it makes only order-of-magnitude predictions of 

Im(x) and Im(x I). 
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II. THEORY 

A. General Form of the Time Distributions 
. . 

In this section we derive the leptonic decay time distributions, 

without any special assumptions about the decay ampl:Ltudes. 7 Later, 

we shall have to make such assumptions, in order to reduce the number 

of parameters used to fit the distributions ~ 

A neutral K meson propagating in liquid hydrogen behaves as a 

linear superposition of two states with well-defined masses and 

lifetimes, which we call KS and KL. The K meson state at a proper 

time t after production is therefore given by 

IK(t» = P exp [-(~As+ims)tJIKs> + Q, exp[-HAL+imL)tJI11,~ 

== P es(t) I Ks> + Q,eL(t)1 KL> , (8) 

-1 -1- .. 
where A s and A L are the llfetlllles of Ks end KL and mS and mL are 

their masses (in units such that 11 =C=1)8. The constants P and Q, 

are determined by initial conditions. 

With sufficient accuracy for this experiment, .the states KS and 

KL are simply the eigenstates of CP: 

l/W ( I KO > + IIf > ), 
11\/2 ( I KO> - I If> ). 

CP violation and regeneration in liquid hydrogen give negligible 

corrections to Eq. (9). 

If a ~state is produced at t=O, we have 

'K (0) > = I r> = 1M ( 1KS> ~. I Kr>), 
so P = 1#2 , Q, = -1/../2, and 

. IK (t» = (1;V2)es (t)lKs> -(1;V2)eL(t)IKL> 

1 

2 

(10 ) 
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Let a and a be the amplitudes for KO 
and ~ decay into a par-

ticular leptonic charge, spin, and momentum configuration. Then the 

amplitude for decay at time t into that configuration is, from Eq. 

(11) , 

M(t) (12) 

and the observed differential rate of this decay is 

where dp is the phase-space element and E is the detection effici-

ericy as a function of the final-state configuration. Thus 

d r (t) -t- [ leS(t)1 2Ia+9:12 + leL (t)f ~ la_~12 

- 2 Re { e S (t) e
L 
* (t) (a+9:)' (a * -9:*) }] E dp. , (14) 

The observed rate of decay into a given charge state, summed 

over final-state spins ( 0') and momenta, is therefore 

r(t) ~ -t- [exp(->"st) f~la+afEdP + exp(- ~Lt)f~la-9:fedp (15) 

- 2 Re {eS(t)e*L(t) f ~(a+a)(a*-a*)Edp} ,. -

* Now eS(t) e L(t) = exp{-~( >.. S+ >"L)t} (cos 5t-isinOt), (16) 

where 5 = msmL' so the time-dependent rate takes the form 

ret) = A exp (- >.. st)+Bexp (->"Lt)+(C cos 5t + D sin5t) exp{-~(>"S+>..±Jt}, 

where 

A 1f' -2. 1f - 2 4' ~la+aJ Ei. dp/B =4' ~Ia-a I E dp, (17) 

c 1f 2 - 2 r *-
-2 ~ (Ial -Ial )Edp, D = -J~ Im(a a )edp. 

To distinguish the four leptonicdecay modes, we add subscripts 

in Eq. (17), representing the appropriate lepton: 

r+(t) = A+exp(->"st)+B exp(- >"Lt)+ (Ce+ cos 5t + De+ sin 5t) 
e e e+" 

exp{-H>"S+>"L)t}, (18) 

where A + =,,:dLla -I- +8: +,2e + dp +, etc., and similarly for r _, r +, e 4) 0- e . e e e e I-l 

and r -
~1 

'" 
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B. CPT Invariance. 

In the absence of assumptions about the decay amplitudes, the 

16 real parameters A +, A -, A +, A _, B +, ...... , D _ are required . e e 1.1. 1.1. e 1.1. 

to describe completely the time-dependent leptonic decay rates. How-

ever, we shall assume that the decay processes are CPT-invariant. 

Then we see as follows that only eight of these parameters are 

independent. 

o + -Consider, for example, theampli tude a _, for K ~ 11 e v. 
e 

o +-- -:::0-+ Under CP transformation, the process K ~ 11 e v becomes K ~ 11 e v, 

for which the amplitude 1s a +. Thus . e 
CP -

a ~a+ e- e 

. ~ -+ -+ 0 Now under time-reversal, T, the process K ~11 e v becomes 11 e v ~ K • 

Since there are no strong final-state interactions, the Watson 

theorem9 tells us that, to order a, the amplitude for 11-e+v ~ K? 
-* is a +. Thus, with sufficient accuracy, 

e 

and, altogether, 

T 
a + ~ e 

Hence CPT invariance implies 

and similary 

a -e 

-* a + , e 

* a +. 
1.1. 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

Now, in Eg. (l~), the phase-space is independent of the charge 

confi.guration, so 

dp + = dp - = dp and dp + ~ dp _ = dp . 
e e·· e 1.1. 1.1. 1.1. 

(24) 

Ji'uy'thermore, in our experiment, the detection efficiency is 
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independent of the lepton charge, so 

E + = E - = E and E + = E - := E • (25 ) 
e e e 1.1. 1.1. 1.1. 

Combining Eq. (17) with Eqs. (22) to (25) , we see 

A - = A + B - B +, 
e e e e 

C- =-C + , D - D +, (26 ) 
e e e e 

A - = A + , B - = B +, 
1.1. 1.1. 1.1. 1.1. 

C - =-C + , D - D+. 
1.1. 1.1. 1.1. 1.1. 

C. Current - current Int era ct ion. 

We shall consider the leptonic neutral K decays within the 

conventional framework of weak interaction theory, i. e. as current-

current interactions with a universal lepton current 

(27) 

Then if J A is the hadron current, the relevant amplitudes are 

and 

- * a -
£ 

* a -
£ 

£= e or 1.1. (28 ) 

Since the only four-vectors associated with the hadrons are 

their momenta, K A and 11: A , the most . general matrix elements of 

J A are <11:- I J A \ K
O> =f:l- rq 2 ) (K A +:rr A ) + f J q 

2
) (K ~ - 11: A ):: f +p~ + f _ q A 

(29) , 

and 

where is the only scalar variable, and the 

form factors f+, f_, g+, and g_ are in general complex functions of 

2 
q . 

Next we introduce the form-factor ratios 

( 2) / ~ \q . = f-:- f ' 
+ 

(30 ) 

,.. 

"I, 
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so that 

and 

(31) 

10 
Experiments on ~ leptonic decays have revealed ho significant 

2 
q -dependence of the -quantity of (£ +y)/ (l+x), which suggests that 

x, y, and S are approximately constant in the region of physical 

2 "d t" 11 t thO t" q. Theoretical conSl era lons suppor lS sugges lon, so we 

ta ke x,y, and S to be constants. 

Furthermore, we neglect the possibility of fortuitous cancellations 

and taKe the observation that I ( S +y)/(l+x)l~ l.to indicate that 

lsI, Iyl ~ 1. Then the terms involving qA are not dominant, and 

indeed we show as follows that they make only a small contribution. 

We have qA<.etILlo)::: qAUe YA (1+Y5 ) U v 

::: ~ YA qA (1+Y5 ) U v , (32) 

where u.e and U v are free Dirac spinors. But 

where .e A and v are the lepton and neutrino four-momenta, so, 
A . 

applying the Dirac equations, 

u.e YA .eA::: me Ut and YA vA U v ::: 0, 

we see that 

qA <.e+ v .1 LA I 0> "" mtut (1+Y5 )uv . 

Thus the terms involving qA represent induced scalar 

(34 ) 

(35 ) 

(and 

pseudoscalar) couplings, which are suppressed by the factor mt. 

In the vector coupling;,i. e.the terms involving PA ' on the other 

hand, the corresponding factor is ~~. We therefore neglect the sca-
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lar couplings in the electronic decays (m ImK= 0.1 0/ ), and con-
e' 0 

sider them only to first order in the muonic modes (m ImK= 20 0/ ). 
~' 0 

Very great simplifications may now be made in the parameter-

ization of the decay time distributions. In the electronic decays J 

we write 

+ 
LA' 0) (36 ) PA <e vel == V 

e 
2 

so that a + ==,f (q ) V , a e+ == e + e 
2 

x f (q ) 
+ 

V == e x a e+, (37) 

andBl· (17) gives 

== I 11 + x \2, B + == B _ ~ I II _xI
2

, (38) e e e, e A + = A -e e 

c + ==-c -e e 
2 

=-2Ie (I-lx' ), De+ = De-= - 4 IeIm(X), 

where 1J' 2 2 I ="4 L: If' V ~ dp . e 0"+ e ee 

In the muonic decays, we write 

+ + 
P A <~ vl LA' 0> = V and qA < ~ v..l LAIO)= S" 

~,~ r- r-

so , a + f+(q2) (V +;S ) 
~ ~ ~ 

a nd a + f+ ( q 2 ) , (xV + Y S ). 
~ ~ ~ 

(40) 

(41) 

Then, for example, 
(42) 

\a + +a +12 = If J2[v 211+ xt
2 

+ 2V SRe{(l+x* )(;+y)}j 
~ ~ + ~ ,~ ~ 

to first order in S , so that 
, ~ 

A~ + I~ [ \ 1 + x 12 + 2 K Re {(l +/j (S + y)}] , (43 ) 

where 

and 

For reasonable forms of, E " K-S Iv '" 0.2, so w, e write Eq. (43) as 
. '~ .~ ~ 

') 

A~+ :'C Til I ( 1 + K;) + (x + Ky)l':: U~h) 

Lo first. ord.er in K. Similarly, 

'"i/ 
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and 

B + 
J.l. 

C + J.l. 

D + 
J.l. 

-13-

IfJ. [1l_X ,2 + 2K R$ {(l-X*) (; -y)tl, 

I I ( 1 + K ;)- (x + K y)l2, . ' 
J.l. 

=: -2IJ.l.[ 1+ 2 K Re(;) - \x\2 -2 K Re (x*y) 1 
-21 (11+ K;1

2 
- Ix + Ky\2), 

J.l. ; 

* -41 Im(x + K y + K; x) J.l. :.'. ' . 

-4IJ.l. IW[( 1 +K;)* (x + K y)] 

We conclude that, to first order in the scalar couplings, we 

may write 

(45 ) 

A I I ' \2 "\1' , \ 2 (46) A + = - =: I 1 +x ,B + = B -= I -x , 
J.l. J.l. J.l. . J.l. J.l. J.l., , 

, 2 ' 
C+ -:"C-=-2I' (l-Ix\ ),D+=D-J:-4I'Im(x'), 

J.l. J.l. J.l. J.l. J.l. J.l. 

where 

II 
J.l. 

and 

so 

I\l+Kgf 
J.l. 

t (2,; If t 2V [v + 2S Re (e)] ~ dp , Jir + fJ. :fJ. J.l. J.l. J.l. 

Xl= (x + K y)/(:l + K~), 

Xl= X + K (y -ex). 

(47) 

(48 ) 

(49) 

Thus the parameterizations for the electronic and muonic decays 

are formally the same, but we cannot a priori take x and Xl to 

be equal. 

D. The 6S = 6Q Rule. , :' 

Our main object in this experiment was 'to test the selection 

rule 6S = 6Q for the strangeness-changing hadron current J A' The 

status of this rule was discussed in the Introduction. When applied 

to the neutral K leptonic decays, it requires the following matrix 

- --0' + 0... 
elements to vanish: <rr I JAI K >(6S =-6Q = + 1) and <rr I J~Kl(6S =:-6Q 

,,= -1). Since we have assumed CPT invariance, these two are simply 

related by complex conjugation, and in Eq. (30) we must set 
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g+ g 0, (50 ) 

so 
° (51) x Y = 

and x'= 0. (52) x 

Then A.f. ± = B I. ± = ~'~ C -l ±' D,e ± = 0, (53 ) 

and .the decay time distributions take the simple form (54) 

r,e±(t) = I [exp(- ASt) + exp(- ALt) 1= 2cos at exp{-!(As+AL)t}] 

where 1=1 for electronic and 1=1' for muonic decays. e ~ . 

E. CP Invariance. 

As we mentioned in the Introduction, a theory proposed by 

Sachs, discussed in detail in Appendix A, supposes that the CP-

+ - . 0 0 • violating decays~ ~n n and ~ ~n n take place oWlng to a 

gross violation of CP in the leptonic neutral K decays. An impor-

tant part of our experiment is therefore a test of CP conservation 

in these decay modes. 

Since we have assumed CPT invariance, the operators CP and 

T are equivalent. We saw in Section HB that, to order q, the 

decay amplitudes are complex-conjugated under' time reversal. In 

the current-current formulation of the decay interaction, this means 

CP invariance implies that x and x' are real. 

Since the 68 ~, 6Q. rule implies that x and x' vanish, CP 

violation can only be observed in the leptonic decay timedistri-

'" 

.. 

,; I 
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butions if this rule is also violated. However, if the 6S = 6Q, 

rule is valid, the Sachs mechanism cannot operate, so this limita-

tion does not .affect our test of the sachs model of KL ~ 2 n. 

F. Summary. 

We have seen that the time distributions of the neutral K leptonic 

decays have the general form 

r£±(t) = Aj,± exp(- ASt) + B£± exp(- ALt) + (C£± coset +D£± sin et) 

exp {-t( XS+XL)t },(.i= e or fl) (17) 

involving sixteen real parameters A +, A - 1) "" 
e e, .... " fJ. • 

By assuming a CPT-invariant, universal current-current decay interaction 

with constant form factor ratios, we have expressed these in tl2rms of 

. two real parameters, Ieand I~, and two complex, x and x', as shown in 

Eqs. (38) and (46). The electronic parameter x is the ratio of the 

vector interaction form factors for the 6S/6Q= ..,1 and + 1 amplitudes. 

The corresponding muonic paramst'er, x I, is expressed in terms of the· form 

factor ratios as 

x' =X + K (y - ex) 

where K"';:'O. 2; the second term represents the first-order contribution 

of the induced scalar interaction. 

Finally, we have seen that the 6S = 6Qrule predicts x and x' to 

be zero, while CP invariance predicts only that they should be real. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

A. The Beam 

The K beam for our experiment was designed and built by Dr. Joseph 

J. Murray and Mr. Roger O. Bangerter, and it was operated in conjunction 

with the 25-inch hydrogen bubble chamber at the Bevatron at various 

times during the period August 1965 to July 1967. Since the beam has 

been fully described elsewhere,12 we give here only a brief summary of 

the relevant features. 

Although the K- momentum of about 400 MeV/c was chosen for reasons 

irrelevant to the study of neutral K meson decays (namely, for the 

copious production of polarized ~ hyperons), such a low beam momentum 

is almost essential to our experiment, since it leads to the production 

of If mesons of well-determined, low momenta .. In the leptonic decays 

of these mesons, the decay time is well-determined, the resolution of 

two- and three':':body decay hypotheses is good, and many of the leptons, 

including some muons, have momenta which are low enough to permit their 

identification by ionization. 

Two major difficulties have to be overcome in the design of a low-

momentum K beam: the high background to K- ratio at the target (about 

1 000:1) and the decay loss of K- in the beam (about 10 0/ per foot at 
o 

400 Mev/c). The shortest possible beam length is about 40 feet, which 

would lead to a background to K- ratio of about 50 000: 1 at the :hubble 

chamber in an unseparated beam. Two-stage conventional separation might 

reduce this ratio to 10:1, which would still be unsatisfactory .. By using 

a new e1.pctrostat1.L~ septum filter, developed for this experiment, vie 

outa.i.ll(~d a baekground to K- ratio at the bubble chamber of about l:3. 

.• 
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The filter operates by passing the beam betvleen stacks of closely-

spaced high-voltage electrodes, which deflect background particles 

into uranium bars located between the stacks. It has a K transmission 

of 25 0/0' and achieves a rejection of the order of lcJ5 in less than 

7 feet. 

Typically, our bubble chamber pictures contained about 6 K- and 

2 background tracks. The background consisted of pions, muons, and 

some electrons .. Since the background tracks had practically minimum 

ionization, they were easy to distinguish from the K- tracks, which 

had 2.6 times minimum ionization. 

By movement of our target, and by the use ofa beryllium beam 

degrader, we were able to obtain data in the K- momentum range 310-

430 MeV/c. 

410 MeV/c. 

However, 75 0/ of the data were taken in the range 370-o 

B. Scanning and Selection of Candidates. 

The appeara:1ce of a leptonic neutral K decay in our photographs 

is sl)own by the solid lines in Fig. 3: the event is characterized by 

a O-prong and a V. 
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....... -' ............ _._ ......... 

A typical event, and the times t. and t for 
m~n max 

this event. 
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The pictures were therefore scanned for V's. .If both a V and a O-prong 

were found, the event was measured on a Spiral Reader or Franckenstein 

automatic measuring machine, and we used the kinematics fitting program 

SIOUX to attempt four-constraint (4c) fits to rand A production and 

two-body decay. If the confidence level for the rfit was less than 

-4 5xlO and the V was not identified as a A decay during scanning, fits 

to all three-body K decay hypotheses were tried. If the confidence 

level for any of these was greater than 0.02, the event was called a 

o three-body K decay candidate and was remeasured on a Franckenstein 

measuring machine. 

Pictures in which the scanner recorded a V but no O-prong, and 

did not definitely identify the V as a A decay by ionization or stopping 

of the positive track,were carefully rescanned for O'-prongs and meas-

ured if one Was found. 

In about 9 0/ of our pictures, there was a V and two or more 0-
·0 

prongs, none of which was clearly associated with another event. After 

o . 
measuring a sample of these, we found that in 43 /0 of them we could 

obtain more than one r production and three-body decay fit, in which 

the same V was associated with different O-prongs. Since the resolution 

of such ambiguities is likely to depend on the distance of the V from 

the various O-prongs, this could give rise to a bias in the decay time 

distributions. We avoided this possibility by rejecting from our set 

of candidates all those in pictures containing extra O-prongs not clearly 

associated with other events. In this way we obtained those KO,s which 

were associated with a unique production vertex, but fit only the lC r 

production and three-body decay hypotheses. 
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C. Geometrical Cuts. 

For neutral K decays at very short times after production, the 

vertex of the V is close to the O-prong, arid the event may be missed 

because it appears to the scanner to be a 2-prong. At long times, the 

neutral K approaches the edge of the visible region of the bubble cham-

ber, and the V may not be seen. The time distributions of observed 

decays are therefore expected to falloff at" both very short and long 

times, owing to our reduced efficiency for detecting decays at these 

times. 

In order to avoid the uncertainties associated with an estimation 

of this time-dependent detection efficiency, we have used only those 

decays occurring in a time interval in which we are confident that the 

detection efficiency is independent of·time. This interval is, in 

general, different for each event, since it depends on the production 

angles and momenta. Consider, for example, the event in Fig. 3. For a" 
~ , 
K produced at this angle, the probability that an event will be mis;., 

identified as a 2-prong falls to zero for decay beyond a point A, corres-

ponding to a time of flight t min • Similarly, for Ii neutral K travelling 

in this direction, there is no chance that the event will be lost owing 

to the finite size of the chamber until" a point B is reached, at time 

t • Thus the detection efficiency is time-independent in the intermax 

val from t. to t • Happily, the decay did in fact occur in this mln max 

interval, so this event would be retained as a candidate. If the decay 

occurred before point A or after point B, the event would be rejected. 

We shall discuss later how the values of t. and t for the events mln max 

retained are used in fitting the time distributions. 
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We calculated t. for each event as follows: the point A is mln 

that point on the neutral K track whose projection onto the x-y plane 

lies ona rectangle enclosing the O-prong, as shown in Fig. 3. In the 

25-inch bubble chamber coordinate system, the z-axis points towards the 

cameras, so the x-y projection represents a rough average of the three 

camera views. We found the correct dimensions for the rectangle by 

+ -noting that the two-body neutral K decays, KS ~rr rr , are subject to 

the same loss of scanning efficiency at short decay times. We there-

fore took a sample of 5000 two-body decays and assigned a value of t . mln 

to each one according to the above prescription, for various sizes of 

the rectangle. Those with a decay time less than t. were rejected, mln 

and those remaining were given a weight exp( ASt . ). As the dimensions mln 

of the rectar.lgle were increaped, the sum of the weights of the remain-

ing events increased, indicating the loss of short-time decays, and 

then became constant for values at which the events outside the rectan-

glehad the ~orrect exponential decay time distribution. In this way, 

we found that a rectangle extending 3 .5mmahead of the O-prong, 2.5mm 

behind it, and 1.75mm to each side gave values of t .. at which the mln 

detection efficiency was indeed independent of time, and these were 

the dimensions we used to calculate t. for the leptonic decays. mln 

If the decay vertex is close to the edge of the visible region 

of the bubble chamber, there are three distinct ways in which the 

probability of detectJon may be reduced. First, the scanner may not 

notice the V. This loss mechanism should be significant only at dis-

tances of less than about 3 em from the edge of the visible region. 

Second, the lepton track in a leptonic decay may be so short that it 

is difficult to determine its ionization. This mechanism may be 
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regarded as decreasing the detection efficiency for events in which the 

lepton is identified by ionization, and correspondingly increasing the 

efficiency for events in which the lepton is unidentified. This effect 

is discussed further in Section III E;it suffices to state here that 

we do not believe this to be th=-dominant loss mechanism at large decay 

times. The third mechanism, which we regard as dominant in the sense 

that it determines the value of t for each event, involves a loss max 
13 of momentum resolution for short decay tracks. As will be discussed 

in the next section, we use several kinematic cuts to eliminate KS ~ n +n

decays from our sample of leptonic decay candidates. The probability 

that a truly leptonic decay will be rejected by these cuts depends on 

the various track momenta and angles in the event, and on the associated 

errors in these quantities. Some of these errors may depend indirectly 

on the decay time of the neutral K, so the cuts may lead to biases in 

the decay time distributions of the events that are not rejected. 

The dominant errors in our experiment are momentum errors due to 
28 

multiple Coulomb scattering., Setting errors on tracks and vertices. 

during measurement are typically 5 microns on the film, whereas expected 

Coulomb point scatters are in the range 5 to 30 microns. Even for the 

shortest neutral K' s, with decay time t-t . , the production angle is so 
~ . ~n . 
K 

well determined that th~~omeqtum error is dominated by the uncertainty 

in the K- momentum. This uncertainty is not correlated with the decay 

time of the neutral K, so we do not expect the neutral K momentum error 

to be a source of time-depend~nt bias. The momentum error for a decay 

track, on the other hand, depends on the length, on the film, of the 

measured track se@nent in the three camera views. Of necessity, this 
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length is smaller for decay vertices near the edge of the visible region, 

so the momentum error is correspondingly larger. Fbr decay vertices 

well inside the visible.region, the decay track momentum errors are 

small, and the neutral K momentum error dominates: this is not expected 

to produce a time-dependent bias. As we approach the limits of the 

visible region, however, the decay track momentum errors become domi-

nant, and there is a possibility of bias. 

We may even make a crude estimate of the cross-over point, where 

the neutral K and decay track errors are comparable. When the errors 

are mainly due to multiple Coulomb scatteripg, the momentum error for 

nfcm 14 
a track of length XI and dip angle A is approximately given by 

1 

P B (3.Jf, COS" 

where c(3 is the velocity of the particle and B is the magnetic field 

in kilo-gauSS:- other quanti t-fes~ slicE -as the radia tion--length, Eave-been 

absorbed in the numerical factor of- order unity. Thus 

op ::= E 

cB.Ji cos)... 

where E is the total energy of the particle. According to the 

argument given above, the error in the neutral K momentum is 

op~ _. ___ E-'K;.;;;..-__ _ 

cB ;-;-;-

(60 ) 

the error in the K momentum, while the momentum error for a decay 

track is 

Ed ::= V2 Ed ----'---
cB ..J£d 

At the cross-over point, we have oj;> o-op, which gives 
K· d 

. (61) 
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£ -K 
(62) 

640 MeV, and typical values of Ed -200 Mev and £K--25 em, 

we obtain 

(63 ) 

We may conclude from this very approximate calculation that there 

is a possibility of bias for decays at distances less than or of the 

order of 5 cm from the edge of the visible region. 

The argument given above is not sufficiently precise to forma 

reliable basis for a cut. To make a more precise calculation of the 

region, in which this loss mechanism is significant, we have used a 

Monte Carlo simulation of our experiment. Fortunately, we find that 

this region does in fact extend only 5 cm from the edge of the visible 

region of the chamber. 

For all the computer simulation in our experiment, we have used 

the new Lawrence Radiation Laboratory program PHONY. 15 This program 

reduces Monte Carlo events to sets of coordinate points, simulating 

the output from a measuring machine. The correct Coulomb scattering 

and measurement error distributions are used to compute for each point 

a displacement from an unscatteredparticle trajectory. This feature 

allmv~d us to study precisely the loss of leptonic decays through the 

mechanism discussed above. 

We generated 3616 simulated leptonic decays, with K- and K? distri

+ -butions deduced from the real KS -71( 1( events at the beam momentum 

setting where we took most of our data. For the decay distributions, 

." 
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we used the standard current-current interaction matrix element des-

cribed in Section II C. We assumed 6S = 6Q, setting x=y=O (see Section 

II D), and also setE = 0 in generating the distribution of muonic 

decays. However, we generated muonic and electronic decays in the ratio 

of the published KL ~n~v and nev branching ratios. 

We studied the fraction of simulated leptonic decays rejected 

by our kinematic cuts as a function of the smaller of the projected 

lengths of the two decay tracks, the plane of proj ection being the x-y 

plane defined on p. 21. As expected, the rejected fraction approaches 

100 0/ for small projected lengths, but at about 5 cm it becomes stable 
o 

) 

at 23 0/ and shows no significant variation in the range 5-20 cm. 
'0 

By me~I1S of a cut on the dip angles of the decay tracks and an 

appropriate choice of the decay fiducial volume, we have ensured that 

the projected length of a decay track is never limited to less than 6 

cm by the boundaries of the visible region of the chamber. We reject 

events in which either decay track has a dip angle greater than 55 deg 

or less than -55 deg. The boundaries of the fiducial volume are at 

least 6 cm from the limits of the visible region, and those boundaries 

that are parallel to the x-y plane, that is ,parallel to the glass 

windows at the top and bottom of the chamber, are 8.5 cm from the cham-

ber windows, corresponding to a projected distance of 8.5 cot (55 deg) 

6 cm. The point B in Fig. 3, where the neutral K time of flight would 

be t ,is the point at which the extended neutral K line of flight max 

leaves this fiducial volume. With t defined in this way, a decay . max 

during nie time interval from t. to t always has a projected length 
mln max 

oj' JlIore than 6 C~lll available for both of the decay tracks, and Uw 
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probability of loss is therefore independent of time. Of course, a 

decay track that stops, decays or interacts inside the chamber may have 

an actual projected length of less than 6 em, but, for our choice of 

t ,the probability of this is independent of time and does not give 
max 

rise to a 'bias. 

In addition to the minimum length, dip angle and fiducial volume 

cuts discussed above, we made one further geometrical cut, which should 

be mentioned before we go on to the kinematic cuts. We rejected events 

in which the opening angle of the V was less than 2 deg or greater than 

170 deg. At the smaller angles, this cut removed a large number of 

conversion electron pairs. At large angles, it eliminated most of the 

"events" in which the V was in fact the decay or small-angle scattering 

of an incoming charged particle, and the O-prong just happened to occur 

in the same picture and to be unassociated with a genuine decay V . . We 

also have kinematic cuts to remove events which, after visual examination, 

could be this type of background, but the simple opening angle criterion 

greatly reduced the number of spurious events we had to look at. 

D. Elimination of Background. 

In Table II we have listed the processes, other than leptonic 

neutral K decay, which may have the appearance of a O-prong and a V, 

and which therefore constitute possible sources of background in our 

experiment. Also listed are estimates, sometimes very approximate, of 

the number of events of each type occurring inside our decay fiducial 

voll@e. We show all processes for which one or more events are expected. 

Very large numbers of potential background events were eliminated 

by the preliminary selection criteria and geometrical cuts discussed in 

..... 
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Sections II Band C, for reasons that should be clear from that dis-

cussion. Nevertheless, at this stage of the analysis we had 758 lep-

tonic decay candidates, of which less than one half were expected to 

+ -be true leptonic decays. Most of the other events were KS ~ rt :T( 

decays which for some reason failed the 4c If production and two-body 

decay fit. A number of circumstances may lead to the failure of this 

fit. First, a decay pion may decay or Coulomb scatter in flight, and 

the measurer may not observe the kink in the track at the point where 

this occurred, and may measure the track beyond this point. This gives 

an incorrect determination of the track angles and momentum, which may 

cause the event to fail. Second, one or more photons of significant 

momentum may be emitted during the decay. We estimate that a photon 

momentum in the decay centre-of--mass frame, k, of more than 4 MeV/c 

may spoil the two':"body decay fit. Third, even if the decay is not 

":':0 
radiative and the decay tracks have no kinks, the K production process 

may be radiative or the K- may scatter before interacting. In the 

table, we refer to both of these situations as abnormal If production. 

Finally, the neutral K may scatter in flight. 

+ -We removed nearly all of this background due to KS ~IT IT by 

means of-the -follOwing three cuts. We discuss -iaE-er, -cmp. 32, the 

effects of our cuts on leptonic decays. 

(a) We made lC fits to ~ production and two-pion decay, in which 

first one and then the other pion was considered unmeasured. Clearly, 

an otherwise good two-body decay with one bad pion track should give a 

good fit when the bad track is not used. Furthermore, in such a fit 

the initial momentum and direction of the "unmeasured" pion are recon-

structedby momentum conservation from the other tracks, and, if the 
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Table II. Possible Sources of Background 

Nb is t.he approximate number of events expected inside our fiducial 

volume. Na is the number expected to remain after our selection 

procedures for leptonic decays. 

(1) 

(1) 

Type of event 

- -=:0 +-
K P -7 K n; KS -7 r(r( 

with: r( Coulomb scattering <'1 deg. 

r( decaying at ~ 5 deg. 

both r( Coulomb scattering 

one r( scattering, one r(. decaying 

K
O 

scattering 

(2) Abnormal r production; KS -7 r( +r(

(2) with: r( Coulomb scattering 

r( decaying 

(3) K-p -7 'ifn; KS -7 r(+r(-Y (k»+MeV/c) 

(3) with: r( Coulomb scattering 

(4 ) 

(5 ) 

(6 ) 

(7) 

r( decaying 

-=:0 + -
Abnormal K production; KS -7r( r( Y 

K-P -7 'ifn; KS -7 r( +r( - YY (both k > 4MeV/ c) 

- -=:0 +-0 
Kp-7 K n; KL -7 r( r( r( 

- + -K P -7 O-prong; Y -7 e e 

o + -r( -7yee 

wall KL decay 

V not a neutral decay 

other 1\ decay modes 

20 000 

500 

90 

6 

1 

80 

300 

8 

1 

400 

10 

2 

6 

3 

50 

1 600 

700 

75 000 

20 

5 000 

800 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

N a 

31.4 

o 

o 

1 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

.... 
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bad track had a small decay or scattering kink, it should still lie 

close to this reconstructed direction. We show in Appendix B that the 

appropriate criterion of Ifclosenesslf is the quantity F 

where Pfit is the reconstructed momentum, C!3fit is the corresponding 

velocity, and 6.Q is the· space angle between the measured and recon

structed initial directions of the track. 16 It is also shown in 

Appendix B that all except 0.5 of the Coulomb scatterings, and all 

of the decays, on the pion tracks· should give values of F less than 2200 

(MeV/c) deg. We therefore rejected all events giving a fit of this 

-3 . 
kind with confidence level greater than 1.5xlO and F less than 2200 

(MeV/c) deg. 

(b) To remove most of the radiative decays, we made a lC fit 

~ +-to K production and rr rr 'Y decay. Unfortunately, muonic decay events 

have a tendency to fit this hypothesis, because of the similarity of 

the pion and muon masses, so we could not simply reject all events for 

which a fit was obtained. However, the great majority of radiative 

decays produce a photon of very low momentum in the centre-of-mass 

frame, while the neutrino spectrum in muonic decay is expected to approach 

zero at low momenta. We therefore compromised by rejecting events for 

-3 which this fit had a confidence level greater than 1.5xlO and a 

centre-of-mass photon momentum less than 50 MeV/c. This left a small 

number of radiative decays with photons of higher momentum, for which 

we had to correct our leptonic decay distributions. The calculation 

of this correction is discussed in Section IV A. 

(d A significant number of two-pion decays failed the normal fit 

1.'01' more than one reason, giving rise to Ifsecond-order" back[,:l'ound. 
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+ -The principal sources of these events were (1) n n decays in which 

. . ~ 

both decay pions Coulomb scattered, (2) K IS produced radiatively or 

after K- scattering (abnormal production) and decaying to ft+n-y or to 

n+n- followed by pion scattering, (3) n+n-y decays followed by pion 

4 +scattering, and ( ) n n yy decays. We expect less than 3 events of 

these types to have decay photons with centre-of-mass momenta greater 

than 10 MeV/c, or pion scattering with F (see p. 29 ) greater than 376 

(MeV/c) deg. We therefore made a special fit in which we increased 

the errors on the tracks of the V, to take into account the possible 

emission of 10 MeV/c photons in the decay and a subsequent scattering 

with F=376 (MeV/c) deg. This 3c fit was to the two-pion decay of a 

neutral K coming from the direction of the O-prong; we did not use the 

momentum or direction of the beam track, so second~order background 

events with a bad beam track or radiative production vertex should also 

give a good fit. We rejected all events giving a confidence level 

greater than 0.1 for this special fit. In view of the large kinematic 

overlap between this cut and the preceding two, we estimate that less 

than 1.5 second.;.order background events should remain after the applica-

tion of all three cuts. 

Details of the calculation of the error increases for the V tracks 

are given in Appendix C. 

Having made the above cuts, we were left with 452 candidates, 

which we examined on a scanning table. We could then make a number 

of cuts which depended in part on the results of this examination. 

(e1) One-constraint fitt to the two-body decay of a A or neutral 

K of unknown origin were made. An event was rejected if it gave a 
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-4 
confidence level greater than 5xlO and the appearance of the V was 

consistent with the corresponding interpretation. This cut eliminated 

two-body decays in which the beam track measurement was bad, the pro-

duction process was radiative, or the neutral particle scattered or 

interacted in flight. It also eliminated two-body "wall VI s," that 

is, decays of neutral particles produced outside the visible region 

which were mistakenly associ.ated with a O-prong in the picture. 

(e) The tracks of the V were interpreted as electrons, if this 

was consistent with their ionization, and the invariant mass of the 

pair was calculated. If this was less than 140 MeV, the event was 

rejected. This cut removed gamma-ray conversion 'pairs; and also decays 

. 00 0 +- 0 0 +-
of the forms KS-7 n: n: ,n: -7 e e )' and A -7 nn: ,n: -7 e e y. 

(f) In some events, it could not be definitely established by 

inspection that both particles in the V were moving out from the vertex. 

This raised the possibility that the V was the decay of an incoming 

muon, or the decay or elastic scattering of an incoming charged pion. 

When a V appeared to be consistent with one.of these hypotheses, we 

calculated the missing mass at the vertex wi ththe appropriate track 

reversed, and, for the n: and I-l decays, rejected the event if the square 

of this lay within four standard deviations of a correct value (0 for 

2 
the pion decay and the range 0 to (105MeV). for the muon decay). For 

the pion scattering hypothesis, we also required the recoiling proton 

to be invisible (missing momentum squared within four standard devia

.2 
tions of the range 0 to (80 MeV/ c) ) before rejecting an event. 

We beHeve that cuts (a). to (.£1 cover all significant sources of . 

. 29 . + - 0 
background in our experiment. The decay mode neutral K -7 n: n: n: is 
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kinematically quite distinct from the leptonic decays and gives rise 

to no background. In a sample of 1.6xlc? pictures, we made .a search 

for a three-body wall V's, which might give spurious leptonic fits 

with unassociated O-prongs in the same picture. In this sample, there 

were 29 wall V's inside our decay fiducial volume. For each wall V, 

we simulated an unassociated O-prong by measuring a beam track associ-

ated with a real event in the same picture. None of the O-prong plus 

wall V combinations survived our selection criteria for leptonic decays. 

Only one had a satisfactory fit to a leptonic hypothesis, namely n~v 

decay, and this was inconsistent with the ionization of the positive 

track of the V, which was clearly an electron. From this study, we 

concluded that the background due to wall V's was negligible. There 

might be about one such background event in our sample. Fbrthi's event, 

all distances between the O-prong and V would be equally probably, so 

we may say that it would have KL time distribution. 

We subjected simulated leptonic decays, generated according to 

the 6S = 6Q, rule, to cuts similar to those applied to our leptonic 

candidates, and found that about 50 0/ of them were rejected. Those 
o 

.remaining showed no biases in their. decay time distribution, and gave 

good agreement. with 6S=6Q, when analyzed by the methods we shall dis-

cuss in Section IV B. 

E. Identification of Leptons. 

We have been able to identifY the lepton in 119 of the 252 events 

remaining after the selection procedures described in the previous 
,. 

section. Of the identified leptons, 32 were e +, 49 e , 14 ~ + J and 24 ~ . 

We identified 78 of the 81 electrons and 25 of the 38 muons by 
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comparison of track densities during scanning~table inspection of the 

events. A computer program was used to predict the projected relative 

ionization for each mass hypothesis for each track, at the beginning 

and end of the measured track segment in each of the three camera 

views. If these predictions were judged to be consistent with the 

observed event for only one decay hypothesis, the event was considered 

to be identified, independent of the kinematic confidence levels of the 

various three-body decay hypotheses. In most cases, all that was re-

quired was a comparison of the two tracks of the V: if the track of 

lower momentum was nevertheless less dense, the decay was clearly 

leptonic (with some obvious exceptions for steeply-dipping tracks). 

Comparison with a nearby minimum-ionizing track then usually sufficed 

to determine whether the lepton was an electron or a muon. Of great 

assistance in the identification of leptons was the low momentum of our 

K beam, which caused 50 0/ of the leptons to have momenta less than 
o 

140 MeV/C. 

Ifa lepton could not be positively identified by inspection, we 

considered the event to be completely ambiguous between the leptonic 

and :n:rr)' decay hypotheses. We made no use of kinematic confidence 

levels in identifying events, because we found evidence from simulated 

events that the resolution of kinematically similar hypotheses, such 

+ _. - + + -
as :n: 11" , :n: 11" , and :n: :n: y, depends on the distance between the 0-

prong and the V, and hence on the time of flight of the neutral K. We 

therefore chose to make no resolutions on the basis of kinematics, 

rather than to introduce a time-dependent·resolution function based 

entirely ona Monte Carlo simulation. 

t··, 
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It' should be emphasized that for kinematically dissimilar 

hypotheses, such as leptonic decay and the various kinds of back-

groundrej ected, often-on ~ kinematic b~sis, by our cuts, we found 

no evidence that the resolution depends significantly on the dist-

ance between the O-prong and. Va after application of the ge9metdcal 

cuts discussed in Section III C. 

It is clear that leptonic tracks of small projected length 

cannot be identified, because their ionization cannot be observed 

with sufficient precision. We believe, however, that the minimum 

projected length of 6 cm (4 cm on the scanning table) provided by 

our fiducial volume and dip angle cuts is sufficient to eliminate 

any significant bias of this kind, and, indeed, the results of our 

analysis are not significa,ntly affected if we make these cuts more 

restrictive. 

In 3 electronic and 13 mp.Qnic decays, identification was made 

with the help of information other than track density. Sources of 

17 information were a-ray momenta for electrons, and decays and com-

parison with curvature templates for muons. The probability of 

qbtaining information of th~se kinds does depend on the position of 

the decay vertex in the bubble chamber. However, in view of the 

small number of events identified in these ways, we do not believe 

that this effect gives rise to a significant bias in the t~me dis-

tributions. Indeed, if we ~ake no use of information other than 

track density, and treat these 16 events as unidentified, the re-

sults of our analysis are not Significantly affected. 
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As a final check that our lepton identification procedures do not 

introduce biases, we have performed an analysis in which we treat all 

252 of our events as unidentified. The results are consistent with 

those of the full analysis discussed·in Section IV B. 

An important feature of our selection . criteria and methods of 

lepton identification is that they are all charge symmetric. The 

numbers of identified positive and negative leptonic decays therefore 

provide information, as well as the shapes of the decay time distri

butions. Furthermore, the predicted time distribution of the ambiguous 

events is proportional to the sum of the positive and negative leptonic 

decay time distributions, corrected for the expected rr+rr-y contamina

tion, which we discuss in Section IVA. In Section IVB, we describe 

how these facts are used in the maximum-likelihood analysis of our data. 
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IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS. 

A. Correction for Remaining Background. 

As discussed in Section HID, the principal background re-

maining after our cuts consists of radiative two-pion decays 

with centre-of-mass photon momenta greater than 50 MeV/c. These 

events cannot be satisfactorily removed from our sample of ambig-

uous events because they are kinematically very similar to muonic 

decays, so w~ have had to apply a correction based ontheoreti-

cal predictions of the number and distributions of radiative decays. 

We estimate that other sources of background contribute less than 2 

events with the KS lif~time and about 0·5 with the l1, lifetime. We 

have not . corrected for these events. 

To compute the correction for radiative two-pion decay,we 

assume that this process occurs only though irmer bremsstrahlung 

of the mpde KS ~n+n-. This hypothesis is supported by earlier 

experimental data 18 and by our own, which we discuss at the end of 

this Section. It follows at once that the time distribution of the 

+ -n n y eve·nts will be exponential, with the KS lifetime. The number 

of events may be obtained by evaluation of the relevant Feynman graphs, 

which are shown below. 

'----.... -.-.-~ .... -~ .. 
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This leads to a differential decay rate given by 

2 ( . + - ) d r KS· -7 11 11 'Y 

dk d( cos Q) 

20'· +_ 
- r (KS -7 11 11 ) 
11 

(64) 

where k is .the photon momentum in the overall centre-of-mass system, 

c~ is the pion velocity in the dipion centre-of-mass system, and 

Q is the angle between the photon and the 11+ in the dipion centre-

of-mass system. 

1_ 2k = 
mK 

Then k a nd ~ are related by the equation 

and ~ o 

m 2 -1 
11 2 

4 ffi2 (1 - ~: ) 
K 

is the value 

~o ~ (I 
of ~ when k = 0: 

. m 2)+~ _ 4 _11_ 
m

K
2 

(65 ) 

(66) 

Integrating Eq.. (64) with respect to cos Q, we obtain the centre-of-

Finally, integrating this spectrum over the range of k from 50 MeV/c 

to the kinematic. limit of 170.7 MeV/c, we find 

r (KS -711+11-'Y; k>50 MeV/c) = (2.56 x 10-3 ) f(KS -711+11-) (68) 

+ -Since the .11 11 'Y decays should have the same time distribution as the 

11 +11- decays, the predicted number of 11+11-'Y decays is given by 

n .'Y 
-3 

(2.56 x 10 .) _L." n 
··t 2 211 . 11 

Here E 211 is the efficiency of any set of cuts which removes all back

+ -ground and scanning biases from our sample of 11 11 decays, and n2 is 
11 

the observed number of such decays after these cuts; E." is the effi.., 

,ci'enqv of our selection criteria for lepton;i.c decays when applied to 
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+ - + -rc ,rc 'Y decays, that is, the probability that a rc rc 'Y decay will satisfy 

all of these criteria and be included in our sample of 252,events. 

'+ -To evaluate n2rc and E 2rc,we ~;ubjected real and simulated rc rc 

decays to set of cuts designed to eliminate, all background l3.nd scanning 

biases. For unifonnity, we rejected events having a decay track dip 

angle greater than 55 deg or less than ~55 deg,as we did with the 

leptonic decays. We found n2rc = 12 833 after these cuts, alld E 2rc = 

66 0/. This low efficiency was due almost entirely to the 'dip angle 
o 

cut, which removed 31 0/ of the simulated ~/rc-decays. 
o 

We applied selection criteria similar to those described in Section 

+ -lIT to simulated rc rc y decays, and found E y = 0.65. This is considerably 

higher than the estimated efficiency for true leptonic decays, (about 

0.50) since the high photon momentum makes rc+rc-y decays with k>50 MeV/c 

+ - ' , less likely to be rejected as possiblerc'rc background. 

Since some of ' our selection criteria involve scanning-table exami-

nation of the event, we were unable to elStimate Ey with great precision 

from simulated events, which eouid not, Glf course, be so examined. How-

ever, after varying our assumptions about the importance of scanning 

infonnation within reasonable limits, we are confident that our estimate 

of EO y is accurate wi thin 5 0/0.1 which is more than adequate for calcu

latingthe required correction to our data. 

+ -The predicted number of background TC rc Y decays in our sample of 

133 ambiguous events is now given by Eq. (69): 

n = 31.4 events. (70) y 

In Seetion IVB we discuss how this number is used to make a correction 

to the lik(~lihciod function in the maximum-likelihood analysis. 
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We expect a small but significant number of kinematically unambigu

+ -ous 11 11 Y decays in our experiment, since we find, from further analysis 

+ -of simulated events, a probability E = 0.157 that a 11 11 Y decay will 
y~ 

satisfy all of our selection criteria, have only three-body decay 

fits, and have a confidence level for the 11+11-Y fit that is greater than 

2 0/ and more than 50 times greater than that of the second-best fit. 
·0 

This leads to a + -predicted number n of unambiguous 11 11 Y decays, where 
E' yu 

n yu 
(2.56xlO~3) yu n

211 
= 7.6 events. (71) 

E 211 
The background of leptonic decays in this sample should be less than 

0.3 events. In fact,_ we find 10 events which are 'llnambiguous, according 

to the abov,e criteria. Both their centre-of":mass photon momentum and· 

decay time distributions are in good agreement with those of simulated 

+ -KS ~11 11 Y decays, generated with the distribution given by Eq. (64) 

and subjected to the same cuts. These 10 events therefore provide 

+ -additional experimental support for our hypothesis that 11.11 Y decay 

+ -occurs only through inner bremsstrahlung of the mode KS ~ 11 11. They 

give a value for the decay rate for k >50 MeV/c: 

( +- / -3r + -. r KS ~ 11 11 y; k >50 MeV c) = (3.3±1.2)xlO (KS ~ 11 11 ); (72) 

which is in agreement with the prediction given in Eq. (68). The 

error includes an estimated 20 0/ uncertainty in E 
o yu 

+-It might be thoughtt·hat we should reduce the rr rr y background 

',+ '-
as much possible, by removing the unambiguous 11 11 Y decays and correct-

ing only for the predicted 23.8 ambiguous events. However, as we 

mentioned in Section IIIE, we find from simulated events that the reso-

luti.on of the 'n:Il" and 1111Y hypotheses improves with increasing distance 

lH'tween t.lle production aud decay vertices. As a consequence, the time 
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+ -distribution of unambiguous rr rr y decays is not simply a KS distribution 

corrected for geometrical losses; there is an additional depletion at 

short times, due to the time-dependence of the resolution. To correct 

our leptonic decay time distributions for a background of ambiguous 

decays alone, we should have to understand this time-dependent reso-

lution in detail. Instead, we choose to retain also the unambiguous 

+ -
1T rr y decays; the resolution is then irrelevant, and we need apply· 

only geometrical corrections to the expected ~S distribution of the 

background. 

B.Maximuni-likelihood Analysis. 

The histograms in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 show the time distributions of 

the positive leptonic, negative leptonic, and ambiguous decays in the 

interval from 0 to 10-9 sec. There were in additional 12 decays at 

times greater than 10 -9 sec. We have made a maximum-likelihood analy-

sis of the electronic, muonic, and ambiguous decay time distributions 

in terms of the parameters x and Xl defined in Section II. In this 

analysis we have used events at all decay times, but our results are 

in fact completely insensitive to the distribution of the 12 events 

not shown in the histograms. The solid and broken curves in Figs. 4, 

5, and 6 are explained in Section IVC. 

Consider first the identified electronic decays. The likelihood 

of a given value of x,J:e(x), is simply the probability that, if x truly 

had this value; the distributions of these events would be as we observed 

them. Let us expand the notation of Eq. (17), and write the time distri-

bution, predicted by this value of x, of decays with electron charge q, 

as"" e(x; q, t). Suppose that in the i-th event we looked at an inter-
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Fig. 4 . . Time distribution of the' 46 positive leptonic decays. The 

solid and broken curves show the predictions for x=o and x=O.25, and 

theil' l.ntee:rals over the first time bin are 0.92 and C).90, respectively • 
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Fig. 5. Time distribution of the 73 negative leptonic decays. The 

solid and broken curves show the predictions for x=o and x=6.25, and 

their integrals over the first time bin are 15.0 and 21.6, respectively. 
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Fig. 6. Time distribution of the 133 unidentified events. The solid 

and broken curves show the predictions for x=o and x=O.25, and their 

integrals over the first time bin are 34.1 and 39.5, respectively. 
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val of time from ti. to t i and observed a decay with electron mln max' 

charge qi at time ti. FOr every event in our sample, the uncertainty 

in the decay time 
we 

is less than 12 0/0' anCYneglect it. First, given 

that the electron 
. . i 

had charge q , the differential probability that 

the decay should occur at time t i is 

fti;~X;qi ,t )dt 
. e 
1 t. . mln 

(73 ) 

which is normalized to the interval ti. to t i (with constant detec-mln max 

tion efficiency) since the decay was actually observed in this interval. 

, i 
Furthermore, the probability that the electron should have charge q , 

. i 
rather than -q , in a decay in this interval, is 

f
t

1

.·
max i 
r (x;q ,t )dt 

e 

t
1 

min 

(74) 

since our (3election and identification procedures'are charge-symmetric. 

The likelihood function is then the product of these two factors for ,. 

every identified electronic decay: 

+l,t) + re(x; -l,t)] dt. 
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A contour plot of this function in the x complex plane is shown 

in Fig. 7. We have drawn contours at likelihood values exp(_~n2) 

relative to the likelihood peak, for n=l, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The loca-

tion of the peak is shown by the solid circle. If the errors in 

Re(x) and Im(x) were Gaussian and uncorrelated, the contours shown 

would be right ellipses of constant separation, representing numbers 

of standard deviations from the peak. We see that this is approxi-

mately the case for small n, so our result for the Sl identified 

electronic decays may be written: 

Re(x) 
+0.10 

== 0.30 -0.12 Im(x) = 0.07 +0.10 
-O.oS, 

where the errors in Re(x) and Im(x).are essentially uncorrelated 

and represent one standard deviation limits. 

We treated the identified muonic decays in the same way, defin-

ing the likelihood function for Xl as 

i=l f [r ~(x'; +l,t) + r~(x'; -l,t)jdt 

t
i 
min. 

where r (x'; q, t) is the time-dependent rate of decay for muon . I.l . 

charge q, given by Eqs. (17) and (46). A contour plot of this likeli-

hood function is shown in Fig. 8 ,and gives as our result for the 38 

'.~ i' t" d . . 1(1C.~1l.1.:.1e muoru.c <lecays: 

R ., ( ') .. - 0 10 +0. 13 
eX-" 7 8' .. -0.1 Im(x' ) _ 0.12 +0.20 

-0.17 ('78 ) 
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Fig. 7. Likelihood contours for the 81 identified electronic decays. 
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Fig. 8. Likelihood contour's for the 38 identified muonic decays. 
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Fig. 9. Likelihood contours for the 119 identified leptonic decays. 

This likelihood function is the product of those in Figs. '7 and 8. 
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As in our result (76) for the electronic decays, the errors in (7S) 

are essentiallyuncorrelated and are one standard deviation limits. 

The results (76) and (7S) are clearly consistent with the hypoth-

esis x=x', which corresponds to a negligible contribution of the 

induced scalar interaction in both the electronic. and the muonic 

decay modes. If we make this hypothesis, then both (76) and (7S) 

may be regarded as measurements of the parameter x, and we may com-

bine them to obtain the likelihood contours shown in Fig. 9, which 

give 

Re(x) = 0.23±O.09, rm(x) = 0.04±O.oS , 

from the 119 identified leptonic decays. 

The hypothesis that x and x' are equal also allows us to use the' 

ambiguous events to measure their common value. For. in this case the 

electronic and muonic decay rates are proportional at all times: 

r (x; q, t) = I P (x; q,t), r (x; q, t) = 
e ell, 

I' P (x; q,t) 
Il 

where Ie and I'll are given by Eq. (39) and (47), and 

p(x; q,t) = /1+ xl2exp(-~st0 +j1_xI 2 exp(-~Lt)-2fQ?lin(x) 

sin ot +( -l)q(l-I_xi 2) cos ot ] exp l-~(~s +~L)t}. 

(SO) 

(Sl) 

Since our sample of 133 ambiguous events is expected to contain 31.4 
+ -

1f 1f Y decays, as discussed in Section IVA, we apply a correction for 

these background events in the likelihood function. The corrected 

function is calculated as·follows. Let Ey represent our detection 

+ -efficiency for 1f 1f Y decays, in those time intervals. where this 

is independent of time. The detection efficiencies for leptonic 

decays are incorporat::d in the integrals Ie and Ill'; let r e and r Il 

n~prcs()nt the efficiencies for identifyin~ the lepton in these events. 
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Then, in tl:J.e time intervals where all the efficiencies are independ-
\ 

ent of time, the observed rate of ambiguous dec~ys is 

r (x;t) = '[(l-r)I +(l-r )I' J[P(x; + l,t) + p(x; -l,t)]+ (82) o e ' e ~ ~ 

~ E/r(K
s 
~ rc \:-/) exp (-Ast). 

Thus the likelihood function for the ambiguous events, when for the 

i-th such event the decay time is t i and the appropriate time inter-

i val is from t . 
m~n 

to t
i 
max' 

(83 ) 

+ l,ti) +P(x;-l, til + f(x) exp("Asti) 

f(x) 
(l-r ) I + (l-r )1' , 

e e ~ ~ 

+ -To relate the rc rc 1 correction factor f(x) to the expected 

number n
l 

(= 31.4) 0:( observed rcrcl decays, we note that this number 

is given by 

. 1 r ( + - fIt ~ax nl = 2' ElKS ~ rc rc 1 ~ .' 

K t~. 
m~n 

If we define the geometrical efficiency as the function 

(84 ) 

E ( t ) = 1 k'11: (t ) , (85 ) 
N -0 ~ 

K -:::0 
where N is the number of K 's produced in our fiducial volume and 

T).(t) 
~ 

o otherwise, 

then we may write 
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Similarly the number of leptonic decays in our sample of ambiguous 

events is 

n -n = Nf(l-r)I +( ~-r )I' llCOfp{x; +l,t) + P{x;-l, t)]e(t) dt, (88) ole e .,~ ~ 
o 

where n is the total number of ambiguous events (= 133). Thus 
o 

f(x) =_D.y_ -,Oco ..... D .... P:-'-(x-';'---+_l-',_t ..... ) _+_P_{"-X..J!.;_-l-',_t ..... )]~E-->-{t ...... )'---dt = E.l~ 
no-n

1 
~~xp (-~S t) E (t) dt 0.

0
- n

1 

(89) 

. We cannot evaluate the sum in Eq. (85) directly, because we do not in 

~ 
fact observe all K IS, but only those that have a visible decay. How-

. . . ~ 
ever, we can replace the sum over all K.'s by a weighted sum over 

+ -observed nn decays, where the weight for each event is the inverse of 

the probability that a rproduced with that momentum and direction would 

+ -
give an o_~~e~.::::~.~~_.~ __ deca;y.:._ .. '!'?is probability is 

t i 
max 

p. = ~ E 2n r (KS . ~ n + n -) ~ i . exp ( -
1 . mln 

where E2n is the constant detectioD 
+ -efficiency for n n decays in 

the interval from ti. 
mln to t

i 
max' 

so 

n~- TJ· (t) -1 

(t) 
1 Pi (91) E 

~-
-1 ,p 

n tt: t 
This function is shown in' Fig: 10.. We may now perform the integrations 

inEq. (89), to find 

Q{x) = 2 [ '1+~ + 12.3 11 -~ + 5'.OIm{x) 1 
and fex) 0.62 11+~ + 7 ·59 11 -f + 3.09 rm(x). 

Using this correction in the likelihood function (83) , 

the 133 ambiguous events the result 

Re{x) = 0.32±O.12 rm{x) _0.27+0.17 . 
-0.20 

(92) 

(93 ) 

we obtain from 
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Fig. 10. Geometrical efficiency fUnction. 
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Fig. 11. Likelihood contours for the 133 unidentified events. 
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Fig. 12. Likelihood contours for all 252 events. This likelihood 

function is the product of those in Figs. 9 and 11. 
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A contour plot of the likelihood is shown in Fig. 11. 

Combining this likelihood with those for the identified events, we 

obtain the plot in Fig. 12. The corresponding value of x, deter-

mined from all 252 events, is 

Re(x) +0.07 () 8 0.25_0 .
09

, 1m x = o.oo±O.o 

We stress again that this result, unlike (76) and (78), is meaning-

ful only if x =x', that is, only if the induced scalar and pseudo-

scalar interactions make negligible cOr).tributionsin both the 

electronic and themuonic decays. This is not well established, but 

the results for our identified events are consistent with this hypo-

thesis. 

C. Consistency Tests. 

A maximum-likelihood analysis gives the relative likelihood of 

various values of the parameters being measured, but does not indi-

cate whether any of these values gives a good fit to the data .. If 

the parametrization of the time distributions in terms of x is entirely 

inappropriate, then even our most likely value of x, given by Eq. (95), 

will give a bad fit to these distributions. We investigated this 

possibility by making the following three tests of the consistency 

of our data with the parametrization used. 

1. X
2 

test of the time distributions. 

The predicted time distributions of the positive leptonic, 

negative leptonic, and unidentified decays are, respectively, 

dn+ (x; t) N. P (x; + 1, t) E (t), dt 1. (96) 
dn - (x; t) N. P (x; 1, t)E (t), dt 1. 

dno (x; t) = Nulp (x; + 1, t) + p(x; -1, t) +f(x) exp(-Xst)]E(t), 
dt 
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where E (t) is the geometrical efficiency, shown in Fig. 10, and Ni 

and N are normalization constants. We normalize to the observed 
u 

numbers of identified and unidentified events; since the selection 

and identification procedures were charge-symmetric, we use the same 

normalization constant N. for the positive and negative leptonic' 
~ 

distributions. The predictions for x=O (68 = 6Q) and x given by 

Eq. (95) are shown'in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 by the solid and broken 

curves, respectively. 

For the ten decay time bins shown in the three distributions, 

2 . 
the overall values of X were 27.0 for the 68 = 6Q prediction and 

26.1 for our .result (95). The expectation values of X2 were, re:-

spectively, 28 (30 bins and 2 normalizations) and 26 (2 independent 

free parameters). We conclude that, over the time' interval from 0 

to 10-9 sec, both curves give satisfactory fits to the data. We did 

not use decay times greater than 10 -9 sec in the X2 test ~ since these 

bins. would contain too few events to give meaningfUl X
2 

contributions. 

Even in the interval used, some of the bins contain only one or two 

events, and the X2 provides only a rough test of consistency which 

is rather insensitive to the parameter x. Of course, these criticisms 

do not apply to a maximum-likelihood analysis, and for this we used 

events at all decay times. However, we found that ourcresults were 

4 -10 in fact insensitive to the distribution of events beyond xlO sec. 

4 -10 
For the interval from Oto xlO sec, in which the statistics are 

best and the X2 should be most sensitive to x, we found X2 contribu-

tions of 10.8 and 5.3 for 68 == 6Q and our result (95), respectively, 

reflecting the greater likelihood of the latter value. 
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We conclude that the X test shows a parametrization in terms of 

x to be appropriate, and is consistent with our likelihood analysis. 

2. Measurement of the ~ leptonic decay rate. 

Although our analysis of the decay time distributions was independ-

ent of the normalization constants N. and N , it was necessary to check 
1. u ' 

the values of these quantities for unexplained losses of events, which 

might be time-dependent and thusgi ve rise to incorrect results. The 

only previously well measured quantity with which we may compare our 

normalization is the leptonic decay 

p (x; ±' 1, t) := 1,1 -x, 2 when 

rate of the KL' r L (.e). 
-1 -1 

}. S«t«}. L' 

we have an observed leptonic decay rate of 

Noting that 

2 (N
i 

+ N
u

) !1-xI
2

E(t) = ~ N Et E (t) r L(t) for }.-~« t«}'-~, (98) 

whereN is the number of ~'s produced in our fiducial volume and E~ 

is the time-independent part of our detection efficiency for leptonic 

decays. The total number of leptonic decays seen is 
" '(0) 

n.e ="(Ni + Nu ) f [p (x; + 1, t) + P (x; -1, t)] E(t) dt, (99) 
o " 

~ N E J rL(.e) l,fCXl[Op(x; + 1, t) + P (x; -1, t)]E(t)dt. 
-' 2/l-xtt 0 " 

-::0 
We calculate N, the number of K 's, from the observed number n2n: 

+ -of KS "-7 n'n: decays; we have 
oct> 

n2n: = ~N E 2n: r (KS -7 n: + n: -) f exp (-}. st) E (t) dt, (100) 
o 

where E 2n: is the time-independent part of the detection efficiency for 

+ -n: n: decays. This gives 

(101) 

where Q,(x) is the ratio of integrals, evaluated in Section rVE: 

Q,(x) ( 92) 
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In order to evaluate accurately the efficiency E £ by means of the 

Monte Carlo program PHONY, we had to modif'y some of our cuts to remove 

their dependence on qualitative scanning information. For example, in 

the set of cuts for the test of 6S = 6Q, in which it was not necessary 

to know E£, we rejected an event in ~ich the V fit an incoming muon 

or charged pion decay only when its appearance (ionization, energy-

loss, delta-rays, etc.) was consistent with this interpretation. In 

our cuts for the calculation of the KL leptonic decay rate, since PHONY 

could not be made to simulate such complicated criteria, we simply re-

j ected all events satisf'ying the kinematic criteria for this cut, 

independent of appearance. Because of these and other similar changes, 

only 205 of our 252 events were used for the calculation of r L (£), and 

the efficiency E £ was found from simulated events to be 41 0/0." The 

+ -predicted contamination of n :ir l decays was 27.3 events, so that n£ = 

177.7 event s . 

The determination of n2n and E 2n was discussed in Section IVA. 

It may be seen from Eq. (101) that our measurement of r
L 

(£) 

depends on the value assumed for x. This is essentially because the 

total number of leptonic decays, n£, enters into the right-hand side 

of Eq. (101), and the fraction of these that is due to KL decay depends 

( ) ) 6 -1 
on the value of x. For x=O, we find r

L 
£ = (13.1±1.1 x 10 sec, and 

( 6-1 
for x= 0.25, r L £) = (11.5±1.1)xlO sec. These values may be com-

20 6 -1 
pared with the current world average, r t (£) (12.24±O.46) x 10 sec • 

Clearly, this test shows no sign of unexplained loss of events in our 

experiment. Like the X
2 

test, this test is rather insensitive to x, and 

gives consistent results for both x= 0 and the value found in the 
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ma.ximum-likelihood analysis. 

3. Measurement of the Ks-:K:L m~ss difference. 

To make a more detailed c~eck of the time distributions than is 

provided by the l test and the measurement off L(t), wemade a 

maximum-likelihood determination of the mass difference o. We used 

the likelihood function for all 252 events (assuming x=x', as discussed 

in Section IVB), allowing 0 to vary first instead of, and then in addi-

tion to, x. For fixed, real values of x,this function is insensitive 

to the sign of 0, since the terms involving sin ot in the time distri-

but ions vanish when ]h\x)=O. 

For x fixed at the value zero,as predicted by the .:6.8 = 6Q rule, 

. I I ( 4 +0 .12) 10 -1 we flnd 0 = o. 7-0 •16 x 10 sec • For x=O.25, we obtain \0\= 

+0.09 
(0.56_0' OS)x 1010 -1 . . sec. These valUes are to be compared with the cur-

rent world average value
20

0f 0= (-0.544* 0.017)xl010 sec~l In both 

cases, the agreement isvery good. 

As a final check, we have allowed both x and 0 to va.ry, and have 

made a simultaneous maximum-likelihood fit to the three quantities 

Re(x), Im(x), and o. 'Here the signs of Im(x) a~d 0 are not determined, 

but they are coupled, since the likelihood function is invariant under 

a change of the signs of Im(x) and 0 tog~ther. Choosing the well· 

established negative sign for 0, we find 

( ) 25+0. oS ( ) +0.17 
Re x = o. -Q.10' Im x = -0.01_0 •11 ' (102) 

° =(-0.56~~:i~)x 1010 sec-I. 

It may be seen that the value of x is essentially unchanged by this 

procedure, and the agreement of 0 with the established value remains 

, .... 
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excellent. The small increases in the errors in x, compared with those 

in Eq. (95), reflect the insensitivity of our result (95) to the value 

used for 5. More precisely, a change inl5'of three "world average 

. 20 W-l 
standard deviations," .0.15\= ±O.05xlO sec ,producesa change in 

our most likely value of xof 

.0.x =. ±O.007+ 0.037i • (103 ) 

".,;' -"":' 
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V. DISCUSSION 

Our result (95) is not in good agreement with the prediction of 

the l-.S = l-.Q rule. The li.kelihood of x=O, relative to the likelihood 

. . -3.2 0 04 max1mum, 1S e =.. Alternatively, we may say that the most 
1 

likely value of x lies about (2x3. 2)2 = 2.5 standard deviations away 

from zero. While we do not regard a 2.5 standard deviation effect as 

statistically .conclusive, it does constitute a strong indication 9f 

violation of the l-.S = l-.Q rule. 

The value we obtain for Im(x) is consistent with zero; thus we 

find no evidence for a CP-nonconserving contribution to x. However, 

the limits Which we are able to place on Im(x) do not suffice to rule 

out with certainty the Sachs model of CP violation. This point. is 

discussed in detail in Appendix A. 

It may be seen from the curves in Figs. 4,5, and 6 that our 

positive result for Re(x) is due mainly to an excess of about 14 nega

tive leptons in the first 3xlO-10 sec, and partly to an excess of about 

9 unidentified events in the first 10-
10 sec. as would result if we had 

not eliminated all KS ~ rc +rc- background. Accordingly we have tried 

increasing the severity of the cuts (a) to (f) in Section IIID, both 

one at a time and in various combinations, so as to remove each time 

about 25 additional events from our sample. These removals have no 

significant effect on our results, and we are convinced that we have 

negligible KS ~rc+rc- background. Furthermore, the likelihood plots in 

Figs. 7 and 12 show that our measurement of x is dominated by the {denti-

fied electronic decays; the muonic and unidentified events add relatively 

little information, owing to poor statistics in one case and insensi-

t:i.v:l.t.y to x in the other. Thus our result (95) is principally based on 
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et 01. 

This 
experiment 

Average 
1IIiIiI!t!I---tof earlier 

0.5 Re (x) 

experiments 

Fig. 13. Experimental results ()n the value of x~ 
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+ -the set of events that if? least lil.\.ely to be subject to KS ~ rc rc back-

ground contamination~ 

Fig. 13 shows our result for x, together with an average of the 

1 · . t 21 results of ear ler experlillen s. The agreement is only :fair: the 

value of X
2 is 4.7 for two degrees of freedom, giving a confidence 

level of about 0.1 for consistency of the two values. Nevertheless, 

the results are in good enough agreement to suggest strongly that x 

is not zero. 

In Fig. 13 we also show the result of a recent experiment, 22 

in which the quantity 

R 1 - (104) 

\ 1 -

was determined by analysis o'f the time-dependent charge asyrmnetry in 

electronic neutral K decays. In that experiment, the measured value 

of R was 
R = 1.06 ± 0.06 (105) 

Curves of constant R are circles in the complex x plane, and the 

,result (105) corresponds to a value of x lying somewhere in the shaded 

region in Fig. 13. All values of x in this region are in poor agree-

ment with our result, which corresponds to 

R = 1.67+0.27 
-0.29 

(106 ) 

Values of x consistent both with earlier experiments and with result 

(105) are predominantly imaginary, in conflict with our measurement 

of rm(x). We hope that more accurate determinations ofx will soon 

resolve this conflict. 
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APPENDIX 

A. The Sachs Model of CP Violation. 

In discussing models of CP violation, it is most convenient to 

use the "mass matrix " description of the neutral K system; so we begin 

. th . . t t· 23 with ·an introductlon of e mass matrlx no a lone 

If we write the general neutral K state as a column vector) 

then the equation of motion is 

where· 

d'lt 
dt 

- iM'lt , 

M 

(i07) 

(108) 

(109) 

M is called the mass matrix. It is not hermitian, and is often 

split into its hermitian and anti-hermitian parts: 

M - M -- 0 (llO) 

where MO and r are hermitian. r is called the decay matrix, by 

analogy with the corresponding expressions for a one-dimensional 

system <\> : d<\> 
dt -i !l <\> , 

where m is the real mass and X. is the. decay rate. 

We assume that M is CPT-invariant, so that 

A CP-invariant mass matrix would also have 

so \<Ie \<Irite 

M ~o ( 111 

. a+c :) 

(lll) 

(ll2) 

(113) . 

(1l4) 
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where c (.1 cl « /al) represents a small CP violation. 

The independently propagating states KS and ~ have definite 

masses and lifetimes, so M is diagonalized by choosing these states 

as a basis. Thus, if we write 

then ·(1 +E\and ( 1 +E). are the eigenvectors of M, and the 
1 - Ej ~l +E 

corresponding e~genvalues are 

(116) 
I 

The CP violation parameters c and E may now be related by 

solving the eignevalue problem for M. We have 

m - !-la 
a r 0 , 

a + c m-I+a 
1 

so !-la =m ± {a (a + c)} 2" , 
or, to first order in cia, 

!-ls,L m + 1. - 2 (2 a + c). 

Thus 
~(l- E ) ~ (2a + c) (1 + E ) 

giving E - c/4a , 
or E = C , 

2(!-l -
s !-lL) 

to first order in cia. 

(118 ) 

(119) 

6 We are now ready to consider the Sachs model. Sachs observed 

that if the CP violation was confined to mass matrix terms involving 

leptonic intermediate states, but was large in these terms, then lEI 
) 

would have the observed order of magnitude. This is seen as follows. 

We suppose 

c == (if, MI KO> - <KO
, Mtif> terms with leptonic intermediate states. 
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If the leptonic decay parameters x and x' (see p. 15) are roughly 

equal, we can define suitably averaged decay amplitudes which we 

denote by 

'rhen by CPT invariance 

( + - J~ f*=n£ "ITK) , 

Here T represents the decay iqteraction, and 

. g/f = x, 

so, to lowest order, 

A£L:=: r(KL ~n £ II) =If -"g12 

ttf 11 ~x12 
Although we dO not know precisely how to express c in terms of 

these' amplitudes (because of the usual convergence problems in 

perturbation theory), we can be confident that 

(120) 

(121) 

(122) 

(123 ) 

. I c \ '" I <If/ Tin -£+,,} < n -£ \ I TiKo>+ (iftTIn:+£-II) < n: +£-,,1 Tit) 

(KOI TIn: -£+,,}{n: -£+ II fTI"if)- <K~TIn: + [1I)(n +£-111 Tlif) I 
4 'Im(f* g)1 

so that 

Now 

41fl2 \Im(x)l , (124) 

IE\ '" 2 Irl2
IIm(x)1 
l~s-~' 

'Im(x) I 

I ~S-~LI 11- xl2 

(125 ). 

I ~S- J.1.LI ~ ~ AS Il+i I '7 1 AS' since mL-mS ~ ~As.(126) 

£.[2 

So we conclude I E I ~ 2.J2 L'r. \Im(x}' 
"x.S 11- x (2 

. (127) 

'" 3xlO-3 I Im(x) I 
I 1- xl 2 
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In the Sachs model, there is no CPviolation in non-leptonic 

th . d tOt 20 decay processes, so e measure quan 1 y 
(128 ) 

71+.. = < rr \r - , T \KrL = 

< rr + rr - \ T I Ks '> 

-3 " " (1. 92±O. 04 )xlO exp { i (50±8) deg } 

is simply equal to E. Sachs originally proposed that x -ii, for then 

the prediction (127) would be 

171+-' = lEi 
-3 1.5x 10 , (129) 

in excellent agreement with experiment. However, our experiment 

definitely excludes such large values of Im(x), and sets the limit 

(at the one standard deviation level) 

~ 0.14, (130 ) 

This limit restricts the value of "IT) I that can be produced by the +-
Sachs mechanism to 

I 71 \ = +-
"" -3 

I E \ ~ o. 4 xlO , (131) 

a prediction that is now in rather poor agreement with (128). In 

view of its order-of-magnitude nature, though" the pred.iction (131) 

is not bad enough to rule out the model with certainty. 

Many models of CP violation, including that of Sachs, predict 

an exact relation between the modulus and phase of E • 

This relation is obtained by noting that, although we cannot 

calculate exact contributions of certain processes to the whole mass 

matrix M, we can calculate the contributions to the d.ecay matrix r. 

For it follows from unitarity that 

<K
o I r 'Ko) = <If I r I If)L (KOt T'F)(F IT' KO

) (132) 
F· 

and (irl r , KO) (K
O I r I If)* L(If t TIF )(F J T \ KO} .• 

F 

- .,:. 
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where the sum is over all possible decay final states. Now the decay 

matrix for the mass matrix in Eq. (u4) is 

r = (-2Im(m) 

-2Im(a) +ic .

-2Im(a) ~iC*) 

-2Im(m) 

so the CP violation in the decay matrix is 

< Ir I r I KO> - < K
O I r I if> = 2i Re ( c ) 

(133 ) 

(134 ) 

g*f + fg*: - f'*g - gf'* 

=-4iIm(f'*g) in the Sachs model. 

But, taking the real part of c from Eq. (U9), we have 

Re(c) -2 Re ( (Il
S
-Il

L
) E 1 (135) 

-2 [ 6 Re(E)+ ~ ~S Im(e)] ,i 

where 6 = mS-~' and we obtain the relation 

6 Re( E ) + ~~S Im( E ) = Im(f'*g) 
.£ 

=~ L 

Using the measured value of 11)+_ \ , we may obtain from Eq. 

Sachs model prediction of the phase of 1) :31 
+-

arg (E) = sin-
l
( 0.8 ~(xl\+ 43 deg. 

\l-x' ) 
arg (1) ) +-

(136) 

Im(x) • 

\l-x 12 
(136) the 

(137) 

For x ~ ± i, as originally proposed by Sachs, the predictions are 

arg (1)+J = 67 deg for x = + i, 

and arg (1)+_) = 19 deg fOD x = - i~ 

(138 ) 

Both of these are in poor agreement with the measured phase, (50£8) 

deg. However, for x within the limits set by our experiment, our 

result (130) andEq. (137) give 

36 deg ~ arg 

in good agreement with experiment. 

In conclusion we may say that, although our experiment rules out 

" 'i 

... 
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large values of I Im(x) I , this is not of great interest, as such large 

values are already excluded on the basis of the phase prediction (137) • 

The limits set on I Im(x)) by oUr experiment are almost sufficient to 

rule but the Sachs model on the basis of the prediction (131) of 

I TJ+-' ' but a limit of I Im(x) I < 0.04 will be required to show with 

certainty that the model is not valid. 

In the above discussion, we have not mentioned the quantity 

TJoo = <reoreo \ T \ Kr.) 

(reOreO \ T \ KS ) 

(140) 

because experimental results on t TJ 'are still uncertain. However_, 
00· 

the Sachs model clearly predicts I TJoo ) = I TJ+l = I E I, so the result 

I TJoo\ ~ h+-' would suffice to disprove the model. 

B. The Coulomb Scattering Cut. 

The Rutherford cross-section
24 

for the Coulomb scattering of a 

pion on a proton is 

d <T 

d D 
1 , (141) 

where p is the momentum of the pion, c~ its velocity, and 9 the 
s 

scattering angle. For small angles, this gives 

. ~=2re( 2e2.)2e~3 
d9 pc~ s 

s 
which may be written 

(142) 

d<T (143 ) 
'. d(p~9 ). 

s 

Thus the total cross-section for Coulomb scattering with P~g > F . s s 

is 

(144) 
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+ -The fraction of 1( 1( decays in which a pion scatters with p~Q > F s s 

is given by 

f = 21)£ CT (p~g >F) s s 
22 where 1) = 3xlO . is the number of protons per cc in the bubble 

chamber and £ is the average measured pion track length. The factor 

of two occurs because there are two pions per event. 

It is clear that a Coulomb scattering at the .end of a measured 

track segment will have no effect on the measured direction of the 

track, while such a scattering near the beginning of the track will· 

give a direction which is·incorrect by the angle of scattering, Q . s 

For scattering at intermediate points,the error in the direction of 

the track is more difficult to calculate; hmvever, it is safe to say 

that the average error is abo.ut 6Q 1. Q Thus 2 s' 

and the fraction of events with p~Q > F is 

.f 
2 2 -2 

21) £ CT (p~Qs > 2F) = 2rrT)£ (~ ). F 

2/ .. -24 Taking £=15 em and noting that e. c = an = 4.7xlO 

we find 

f 
-2 192 F , 

MeV-see, 

where F is expressed in (MeV/c) deg. For F=2 200, this gives 

f = 4x10-5 

(146) 

(148) 

+ -Thus, out of some 13 000 K '41( 1( decays that survive our fiducial s 

volume and dip angle cuts, we expect only 0.5 events with a Coulomb 

scattering such that p~Q > 2200 (MeV/c) deg. 

Next we consider ~ ~ ~ v decays, which give rise to track 

direction errors in the same way as .Coulomb scattering of the pion. 
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In the case that the muon is emitted perpendicular to the line of 

flight of the pion in the latter's rest frame, we have 

tan Gd == (150) 

where Gd is the decay angle in the laboratory, ~* == 0.27 is the 

muon velocity (in unit of c) in the pion rest frame, and ~/' == pc/mrr , 

where p is the pion momentum. Thus for all 1t -)IJ. v decays, we have 

(151) 

when t6.G is expressed in radians, or 

p~G < 2160 (MeV/c) deg, (152) 

and our cut at p~G == 2 200 (MeV/c) deg will remove all 1t -) IJ. v decays. 

C. The cut to Remove Second-order Background. 

We conside~ first the expected errors in the measured track 

quantities when a pion track contains a Coulomb scattering such 
I 

that p~G = F. We take the following to be the independent measured 

quantities characterizing the track: ct>, the azimuthal angle, s, the 

dip tangent,and k, the inverse projected momentum. In terms of 

the dip >'. and the momentum p of the track, we have 

so 

and 

s ==tan >. , 

k 

2 
p 

The r.m.s. errors in ct> and s are 

5ct> = 1 ~G = 1 pk ~G - -
..[2 cos >. ..[2 

5s == 1 b.G == 1 p
2

k
2 

t6.G - --2 -
..[2 cos >. ..[2 

(153 ) 

(154 ) 

For the momentum measurement, the vwrst situation oc.curs ~~Then the 

~ ; '. ;\ 
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scattering lies at the middle of the measured track segment. In 

----.-..._---=8s/~ ~ _ 
I --IX - _-':lit 

__ ~ __ - -:- - -t 8; ~ - - - ~2 ax = t 8s /2./2 
.:f: __ . _ ___ " ___ J _________ _ 

this case, we see from the diagram above that the r.m.s. error in 

the track sagitta x is 

o x = 1 

4.J2 
.£ g ::: 1 

s --
m 

(155 ) 

where .£ is the .length of the segment. The sagitta and the inverse 

projected momentum k are related by the equation 

x 3 B £2 k, 

80 

where B is the magnetic field in kilogauss, so we obtain 

ok 

Writing 6,g 
-1 -1 

-p t3 

and 

20..[269 . 

3B £ 

F, we obtain for Coulomb scattering 

0<1> c 

os 1 p k2t3-1 
F, c 

..[2 

ok 20..[2 -1 -1 
P 13 F c 

3B £ 

(156 ) 

(157) 

(158 ) 

Next we consider the emission of two photons of momentum P at 

the decay vertex~ The largest angular errors occur when each pion 

track is perpendicular to a photon direction in the centre-of-mass 

'-,·0'. 
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frame; in this case 6,G :::: pip for both tracks, and 

oc!>." 1 kP, (159) -
.[2 

1 
2 

P OS = pk . 
." -

.[2 

The largest momentum errors, on the other hand, occur when each 

pion track is parallel to a photon direction, when op :::: P and 

-1 
=p k P • (160) 

The track reconstruction program TVGP25 calculates for each 

track a 6x6 matrix ~f the measurement errors in the quantities 

c!> , s, and k at the beginning and end of the measured track segment. 

Taking F= 376 (MeV/c) deg = 6.56 (MeV/c) radians and P 10 MeV/c, 

we increased. the diagonal elements of the error matrices for the 

two decay tracks before making the fit discussed on p. 30, according 

to the prescription 

2 2 2 2 2 
(oc!> b) ~ (0 c!> b) + (max (0 4> c' 0 c!>.,,1 ) , (0 c!> e) ~. (0 c!> e) + 

(max [0 c!>c' 0 c!>:yl )2 , (161) 

and similarly for sand k,. where the subscripts "b" and "e" 'denote 

values at the begim~ing and end of the track, respectively. Although 

this prescription is very crude, we believe that it should enable 

2 
second-order background events to obtain a good value of X for 

our special fit, which will lead to their rejection. 

" \. ' 
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A more detailed discussion of the phenomenology of the mass 

matrix is given by J. S. Bell and J. Steinberger, Weak Inter-
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28. Throughout our experiment, we have neglected the errors due 
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. should have no significant effect on our analysis. 

29. Rare decay modes of the A do not give rise to background, 

because the decay protont~ack is easily identified by range 

or ionization. We neglect the possibility of processes such 

+ - . as neutral K-7 J.L J.L, which wouldreCJ.u:Lre the existence of 
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30. For the ambiguous events, we· choose the values of ti, t i 
min' 

and t i appropriate to the best three-body decay fit • . max 
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hypothesis, the expected errors in these quantities are larger 

than those for identified events. However, we find no evidence 

from our Monte Carlo simulation that this effect gives rise to 

biases in the time distribution of the ambiguous events. 

31. vIe use the result: 

sin( 43 deg). 
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